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CHAP'IER l 
lNTRCDU::TlQ.J 
From its birth with the Binet Intelligence Scale. half 
a century ago, antal testing has assuned a place of contin• 
ually growing irrf)ortance in the world& of education and psy• 
chology. As is true of any inatrumant. the more one learns of
its uses and possibilities, the more one begins to recognize 
its limitations and inadequacies. Thus, while mental testing 
has becom firmly established as a procedure of undeniable 
consequence and.utility in the prediction of academic success, 
guidance, and the like, experience and research have znade it 
plain that ita uaefulnese depends upon strict observation of 
the inatrument•s limitation,. All too often the test user is 
prone to put mon eq:,haaia upon test scores than is warranted 
in light of the true reliability and validity. Carried to its 
logical extnme, thia usually results in an inappropriate and 
premature condemnation of the teat in question, aa well ea a 
loaa of faith in tests in general. All too often we fail to 
•teat the teat.• Unknown limitation• caMot be observed.
I. PURPOSE CF mis Sl'UOY
The writer undertook. this study with several objectives 
in view. Primarily it was desired to study the exact statis­
tical relationship between academic success at University of 
Richmond and each of several scores obtained in the freshman 
testing program.. More specifically• it was desired to check 
the predictive ability of: {l) the •Q• or quantitative score, 
(2) the •L• or linguistic score. (3) the •TR or total score,
(sum of "Q" and •L• scores) obtained from the Amarican Council 
on Education Psychological Examination for College Freshmtn. 
Hereinafter. this test will be referred to as the A.C.E., 
In addition to this, it was desired to conpute the 
validity coefficient for another teat of the battery, the 
Cooperative Reading Comprehension Test. This is one of three 
COQl)lete tests which m:e combined in the testing program to 
make up the Cooperative English Test. Hereinafter, this sub-
test score will be referred to aa the Total Reading score. 
Having obtained the above information, which could be
considered an end in itself, the writer then would be in the 
posit.ion to investigate the hypothesis that reading ability 
might well prow to be as iiuportant to college success as is 
the quality which is masured on the A.C.E., usually thought 
of aa native mental ability. 
finally, it was the purpose of this study to review 
2 
3 
the literature for reports of previous investigations of this 
and closely related problems. This was done not only as a 
check on the writer's findings, but to prevent him from cover­
ing over-investigated territory� Also. it was a search for an 
indication of the moat profitable direction of exploration. 
A partial review of the pertinent literature will be 
presented in the next chapter. 
II. NEED fCR St.CH A Sn.DY
Speaking of tests in general. MJraell admonishes: 
It ia always dangerous to assumt that a mental test 
can reveal or aasure intelll�nce, aptitude, or talent 
••• or can uncover its universal essence. It can only 
reveal and deal with any such functiay or trait in the 
setting of a particular population ••• 
This appears to be the key to the problem cited at 
the beginning of this chapter for te-Sts of all kinda. lt 
is particularly true for the A.C.E. and the Cooperative Read­
ing Teat. Many of the investigators nviewed noted the wide 
variety of results in diffexent institutions and recomnanded 
that each college obtain its own coefficient of correlation. 
Some of those making the moat extensive investigations were 
l. James L. Atlrselll Ps1chological Te1ti99 (New York: Longmana.
Green and Coq,any. 947 , p. 63 
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Wallace 2, MacPhail3 • Smith and Triggs4. These investigations 
will be reported in the next chapter. 
1n addition to tttesting the test", it was hoped that 
such a study might provide data which could be worked into 
a critical score for selection of college entrants, or entrant& 
of specific courses. Certainly this would provide an i9"roved 
basis for future counseling. 
Finally, this inveaUgation should provide a basis for 
further study. and, if nothing else, at least point the way • .
One thing appears certain in the light of nationwide findings. 
We are not justified in relying upon either of these tests 
until we have eone aeasure of their efficacy as they apply to 
a particular population aarr.ple. 
2. W. L. Wallace, •Differential Predictive Value of The A.C.E.
Psychological Examination, .. §sboo+ tnd Sopiet,x� 70:23•5, July
9, 1949. 
3. Andrew H. NacPhail, 11Q and L Scores on the A.C.E. Psycho­
logical .Examination,0 Sc9ool and Societx, :>6:248•51, Sept. 19.
1942. 
4. o. D. Smith and Frances o. Triggs, •Educational Successes and
Failures of Students with High •Q• and Low •L• Scores on the
A.C.E. Examination.• M@iic1n P1ychologist, 5;353-4 • .July. 1950.
CHAPIER 11 
A REVIEW a: PREVlQJS RESEARCH 
A great deal has been written inregatd to the A.C.E. 
and the Cooperative Reading Test. The literature on the A.C.E. 
is, in fact. quite extensive. Ho.ver, it is beyond our scope 
and purpose to present all of it hexe. Here the writer will 
attempt to give only a bi:ief S\lmmary of some of the most ex• 
tensive and significant studies done on problems very cl.oaely 
related to the one at band. Also, an atteapt has been made to 
confine ourselves to those studies of coaparative recency. 
For the reader• s convenience, reference a to aome of the works 
not included here will be cited in the Bibliography. 
When interpreting the results of research on these tests. 
the reader should bear in mind that the FreshJOan Testing Pro­
gram was participated 1n by 144 colleges, and 20,470 students 
located in 40 atatesl. Naturally• should expect. a great deal 
of fluctuation in the findings. Extrem variations attributable 
to type of institution, geographical region, type of control, 
coed and male and female attendance, number of students tested 
l. Educational Testing Service. final ReDO� on the 1956 
flatio�al Colle91 f ref hman.J!sting p:qgraiii; Cooperative rest
blvisJ.on. EducaUona Tes g Sen ceReport), P .l • 
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in a particular study and other variables should each be elt• 
pected to haw ita effect upon the results. Such was the case 
in thia instance. The Educational Testing Service reports an 
even greater diversity of results than this writer would have 
expected2. lt is significant that the test publishers provide 
no national validity or reliability studies for th.ts reason. 
Such figures would have no meaning for a particular institu­
tion. They do, ho.ever• provide a set of national norms based 
upon all of tba participants each year which is a helpful yard• 
stick for checking the standing of one•s own institution against 
a very similar one. 
I. LlTERAl\JRE QI niE A.C.E.
Since the -research on the A.C.E. is quite extensive it 
will be necessary to divide the reports into sub-groups acco.rd• 
ing to the phase with which they an primarily dealing. 
RtJ.iabilit:t 
The .reliability of the A.C.E. appears to be quite re­
spectable. Angof f employed a modified test-retest approach to 
re.liability using the 1949 edition (the aam teat eaployed in 
our research) and found reliability coefficients of .89 to .92 
for Q, .90 to .94 for L, and .93 to .96 for Total3 . Since 
2. lbig. , 2assim.
3. w. H. Angof f
l 
•test Reliability and Effective Test Length,•
f1ychoatrika_ 8:l-14, 1953. 
7 
Angoff used 666 and 787 students in his study we can be reas-
onably certain that his results •re not obtained through a 
spurious sample. Super reports that the reliability has been 
consistently high ngudless of which form is tested.4 He re­
ports an odd-even reliability of .95. Mirsell states that one 
of the great values of the A.C.E. i.a that it ia :revised yearly. 
·and that since 1940 an analysis of i.temdifficulty has bean
set up so that scoJ:"Gs of successive editions are cOll)uable.5
Samenfeld conducted a atudy wherein he gave the A.C.E. 
to a group of high school freahmn, and retested the same group. 
when they •re high school seniors. 6 Checking their two sets 
of scores against college grades, ho· found··that the first corre­
lated as well as the second set made when they were graduating 
seniors. This not only attesu the reliability of the test and 
its successive fo,:ma, but it points out an intensting sidelight. 
From these findings it would appear that•high school freshman 
might be teated with a.a much accuracy as seniors, with the 
added advantage of having counseling information four years in 
advance. 
4. Donald E. Super . ... � .. ,-rn Vocational 
l!_svc,olggic1l I@§t§, : Harper p. I 7. 
5. M.trsell, ,sm • .ill,.• p. 161.
6. Herbert w. Samenfeld, •Predicting College Achieverrent. •
Jourm:gl 9,f f;!ighpr Educati09. 24 :432•3, November• 1953. 
-
________ -atir'i!-Nr:~-.-.. ff~ti
0
rn"""g ____ -----i1F,_1~tmm~T""s_B_y_Me~e~n~a-of_ 
\, .. Y, k and Brothers, l949). 
a 
yalidb!'L 
ln I•rms o,f College M@;:ks, This is the area in which 
the most extensive research baa eentend. A& waa to be ex­
pected, the results are varied and the problem has been 
approached from many standpoints. 
Cronbach reports an R as high as .57 for A.C.E. Total 
XI,.- college f:ceahtnan marks. 7 His study efll)loyed 97 subjects. 
Remmers, Elliott and Gage correlated the A.C.E. with first 
seaster grades for 1.981 freshen and obtained correlations 
of .36, .38, and .41 for Q. L, and T aeons respectively.a
Fredericksen and SChrader studied 16 colleges to get 
a broad and varied aample.9 Using freshman grades as criteria 
they obtained a man coefficient of .47 for total A.C.E. 
l.n a xeview in Bures• Yearbook of Mantal Mtasure•nt, 
Guilford says that the test employs a wide range of items and
taps a wider range of abilities than most of its kind, but that 
it still does not saaasure too wll the thinga by which achieve­
ment is assessed in college.10
7. Lia J. CrohbacFi, ! ssentlais ci1 Ps1cliological, Testing .,(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1949 • p. 58. 
a. H. H. Remme.rst o. N. Elliott. N. L. Gage. •curricular Differ•
ences in Pffdict1n9 Scholastic ACchievement • Applications to
Counseling,• ,Zourn@l of Educational Psychology. 40:385•94, Nov. '49
9. Norman Frederiksen and Schrader. w. B., •The A.C.E. Psycholog­
ical Examination and High School Standing as Predictors of Col• 
lege Success,• Jou:rnal of Applied Psychology, 36t261-s, Aug.,19M.
10. Oscar K. Buro•, (ed.) I!}ird Mental Measuregnts YearbOok,
(New Brunswick, N. J.: Rutgers Oniversity Preas, J.949), p.217.
- -- -
... -
-- - - -
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Wallace conpared Q and L acorea with freshBJan. junior 
and sophmore gradea.11 The highest correlation he could obtain 
was .49 when a combination of Q and L •re run against English 
grades. He u.rgad that colleges be conservative in .applying 
test results for admission and prediction. 
The Educ:ational Teating Service. publishers of the test.. 
report a variety of findings on A.C.E. validity.12 They show 
that Bemie. at the University of Minnesota, studiednine·col•
leges and obtained eorrelat�on coefficients between A.C.E. · 
scores and college grades ranging from .39 at University of 
Chicago to .62 at State University of Iowa. Of the nine stud• 
ies reported, six aho.d R's between .50 and .60. The Educa• 
· Uonal Testing Service cites another study in which fhsct term
grades for freshaan at eight colleges Xi• A.C.E. scores yailded
correlations of from .28 to .49 with a ·median correlation of
.42!3 Thia study was conducted by the Testing Servica. They
report also a study conducted by the Testing Senico in which
Frederiksen. et. al.• obtained a median cCU"ftlation of .42 for
11. Wallc::e. SJ!• cit.• p. 24. ·
.i.2. Fd�ationel Ttu;ting Service, •Swmnary of Selected Research 
on The Validity of The Amarica:n Council Paycho.1.ogical Examina• 
tion For College fxeabman. Aa A Predictor of College Grades. 11
fles1arch Nsmorandum, (1954). p. 2. 
13 • .Ibid •• p. 3. 
10 
five groups of students at the University of Rocbester.14 · .The
Educational Testing service concludes that. in general, A.C .E. 
total score& correlate with freshman grades in the .40'al5 ; 
whereas, Super, summarizing some additional studies. finds 
that A.C.E. scores and four-year grades generally conelate 
around _4516. 
Generally, then, one would be on fairly safe ground to 
conclude that A.C.E. aco:rea tend to correlate witb college 
marks somewhere in the mid•f orties on the average• or• to be
more specific, one would expect a median correlation 1n this 
range.· 
On the othu: hand, it is also apparent from the &tudies 
reviewed that the :range of correlations for colleges is very 
broad, running from the low .• 30's to the mid .60's. 
One fact which is significant a1 far as this study is 
concerned is that, in all the literature reviewed by this 
writer, then is apparently no study recorded in which the 
criterion was graduation or failure in college. The signif• 
ice.nee of this will be discussed in a later chapter. 
14. �s�� .• p. 4.
15. !E!g. • p. 5.
16. Super. .92. &/..j.. , p. 120.
ll 
Coppmd with Othe,; Iest1. There are few psychomatrists 
so bold as to state that they know Just what a test maasurea. 
The best one can state is that a given test is constructed in 
a way calculated to meas-ux. a given trait or quality, and that 
ita scores show a definite mathematical xelation to some other 
criterion which is assumed to be an index-of the desired trait. 
When experience and study lead us to believe that a _test ai>­
pears to maasure soae quality particularly well and consist­
ently, (e.g. 11 the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale mtasur­
ing that nebulous quality called •intelligence••) • often 
like to coq>are it with another test to ascertain tbe latter's 
tendency to measure this same thing. lt ia obvious, of course. 
that one baa still not proven Just whet the new teat •asures, 
but only how wall it measures what the original teat measures. 
A fair amount of research haa been devoted to correla­
ting the A.C.E. with other measures, as •11 as to co111>aring 
the correlation coefficients obtained by running scores from 
two tests against the grades of one group of subjects. 
Traxler� in two correlations of scores on the Otis 
Self•Administering Test of Awntal Ability and the A.C.E. ob­
tained correlations of .78 and .s2.17 Although Traxler calls 
the Otis a test of academic aptitude, this test is c:ommonly 
17. A. E. Traxler. •correlations Between Two Tests of Academic 
ApUtude.• school and Society. 61:383-4. 1945. 
12 
referred to as one of intelligence. Generally speaking. the
Otis is thought of as a fairly well atandardiac::l test of in­
telligence. a little easy on the adult. level. which cornlates 
with college grades in the .f>O's and with the Binet at about 
the same leve1.ls Are we measuring •intelligence• or ability 
in matters academic? 
· Edward Anderson. and others. cornlated the A.C.E. and
the Wecbsler-Bellewe with college grades· made in the fxesbman 
year by woaan. 19 The median correlation between·the A.C.E. and
grades was .�2. tm1le the Wechsler Verbal cornlated .52 with 
grades. the Performance .23 and the full Scale .45 with college 
grades. The aama group also correlated the A.C.E. scores 
directly with the Wechsler and found that the l94l·form cor­
nlated the higher. with coefficients· of .52Full·Scale • • 31 
Performance and .54 Verbal. 
Remmen., in a study already cited. found the Pexdue 
English test a alighUy better predictor of freshman grades 
than the A.C.E.20 (.41 compued to .;47} 
18. Super, Jm• sit•, pp. 107-114.
19. Edward E. Anderson. et. al., •Wilson Colle9' Studies in
Psychology: I. A Coaparison of the Wechslar-Bellwe. Revised
Stanford-BJ.net. and American Council on Education Tests At
The College Level,• Joumal of: fsxsholqgv"' 14:317•26• 1942.
20. Raman. Elliot and Gage� .22•s1·. p. 393.
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A.C.E. Scores and Other Predictive Measures. It ia
well known that the.re axe other aasures of performance which 
are-often juat. aa pndictive of college success as are formal 
tests such as the A.C.E. _- In fact. some are even more pre• 
dictive at times. One of the most outstanding of, these pre• 
. dictive indices is high school gradee or c:lus standing. Of 
course, in ordu to be useful, _the high school grades aust. be 
converted to a standard scale taking into account the sin of 
the claas, and also other factors mst be equated. 
Frederiksen has done considerable work in this. area. 
In a study cited above he correlated high schoo� grades and 
A.C.E. scores with college freshman grades.21 � A.C.E. cor­
related .471 high school grades eon.elated .57 and mltiple 
coaposites of both indices correlated .68. This study includ• 
ed 16 schools. 
Sa.menfeld, in a similar experiment, chose 186 college 
students at random, and looked up their high school percentile 
ranks and A.C.E. scores.22 High school rank c�zclated .58 
with college grad.ea, while A.C.E. scores correlated only .39 
at.the highest •. A combination of the two. howvar. yielded a 
correlation coeff.icient of .63. Cronbach found that combining 
high school grades with A.-C.E. aeons raised the correlation 
21.- Frederiksen and Schrader • .92. cit. 
22. Samtnfeld, .22• .£t,t..
14 
Coefficient obtained from A.C.E. scores alone .f>7 to • 79.23 
Thus it "°'11d appear that one could safely expect the 
mltiple correlation coefficient combining high school grades 
and A.C.E. Kores to be in the vicinity of .60 plus. 
The above findings appear to substantiate to so• de­
gree the writer's assumption that the A.C.E. does measw:e a 
good deal of that which w term intelligence when enployed 
within a limited population such es high school and college 
students. This reasoning ia postulated upon the assunption 
that high school grades,. when taken as a predictive index. 
constitute nothing mon or leas than a prolonged work sample. 
lbey certainly indicate a good deal more than merely an indi­
vidual's position in relation to bis peers. lndeed. they an 
in all llkelihooi an indirect measure of motivation. lbis 
statement is pndicated. bowr,ver, upon the intelligence factor 
being within a normal range. Assuming intelligence to be at 
least normal, then, the writ�r believes.that high school grades 
. ' 
may well prove to be more dependent upon motivation than upon 
intelligence. Goodenough st.ates, 
- That academic achievemant is not subataintially com­
•nsurate with native intellectual ability is one of 
standaJ.'d credos of psychology.24 
23. Cronbach, a,e • .sil•
24. f. L. Goodenough. DeveAaymntal P1xxhol99X, (second edition;New York: Appleton-Century, 94!>), cfi:7. 
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The resolution of this.question mst be relegated-to 
the future since we have no way of objectively measuring 
motivation at the present. lt seems a reasonable hypothesis, 
however. that intelligence assumes a more predominant role at 
the college level. although correlation figures do not sub­
stanUally uphold this line of reasoning. On the- other hand, 
college students represent a moi:e selective group and there­
fore one would expect a lower relationship index between the 
two variables. Thus when we cof.ihine high school standing and 
A.C.E. scores• may be combining four indices of measurement:
(1) a aauple of work habits, (2) motivation. (3) native in­
telligence,, (4) a partial index of reading ability. Or it
might be safer to say that none of these factors is aasured
in ita entirety; rather each ia mtasured partially, and all
an inextricably interdependent. ·this would appear to be the
only logical way to account for the above findings. More will
be said of this in a later chapter.
Ibt A,C ,EI as a Qiff tnntial Predictor 
Since the A.C.E. is thought. of aa a placement and coun• 
seling tool as well as a predictor of general college success, 
a great deal of work baa centered about the first-mntioned 
function. Various inveatigato.ra have probed-for possible diff­
erenti�l 9Ualities in the Q. L, or Total scorea which would 
allow them to point t.he way to certain counea or careers. 
16 
MacPhail correlated Q and L scores with assorted col-
lege courses as •11 as with a group of • quantitative• and a 
group of •verbal• or linguistic couraea.25 The only signici­
cant correlation he could obtain from the entire study was 
bet•en L acorea and entire four year averages in verbal type
subjects. This correlation was .50 with a Critical Ratio of · 
4.68. He cautions strongly against using the� or L scores for 
guidance or caunseling. 
;alley and Weinstraub coq>ared high school standing, 
Regents Examinations and A.C.E. scores with grades made in 
four years of college.26 They found the A.C.E. to be the least 
predictive of general college ac.hiev.ment. (.33), ancl in apeci• 
fic study areas of specilization it was also the least predict­
ive. lt is of great intenat t.o the writer to note here that 
the investigators also atate they found quite a few honor 
graduates who had been barely acceptable on a11·thJ:ee measures 
at entrance, as •ll as quite a few borderline graduates who 
bad been high scorers at entrance. 
Super reports a aumtstarywhich he made of research find• 
ings available. and, contrary to \\hat one might expect, it 
25. MacPhail, .92.t. .£!!.
26. Ruth E. Salley and Ruth G. We.inatraub, •student Records
of Entrance and Graduation,• §chool and Societ�. 69:404•6•
June 4. 1949.
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showed L scores to be a& good as Q scores for predi-eting suc­
cess in the so-called • quantitative• courses of science and 
mathematics, and better than Q scores for prediction in Eng• 
lish.Zl Also, it. will be recalled from page 9 of thia thesis 
that Wallace :reported substantially the same thing. Anderson 
reports, as a result of an extensive study. portions of whihc
were cited earlier, that he finda L scoxes to he better pre• 
dictors of ovor-all success than Total scores. 28 He adtHI that 
Q scores and Wechsler. Performance scores are not very depend• 
able. 
Hoenea,29 Brown, 30 and Osborne, at. a1.3lall nport 
substantially the sama thing; L scorea axe more-predictive 
in all fields than Q scores. (with soma few excepUo.ns) and 
they are particularly more pxedictive in linguistic or verbal 
type aubjecta.· l.t ia the concensua that Q should be used with 
caution, if at all. 
2.7. Super, SE,. �., p. 122. 
28. Edward E. Anderson, J!!. &.·, se,. cit.
29. Mary A. Hoerxes, •A.C.E. Q, L. and T scores ¥,s. Freshman
Grades at University of Wisconsin,• Joum91 of ty.gher §duca­
$ion� 25:97, Febl:uary. 1954. 
30. Hu
9
h S. Brown, "Differential Prediction by The A.C.E •••
Jmama.f; 9f Educ1tionol Res1u;ch. 441116-21. October, 1950. 
31. R. T. Osborne. Wilma B. Sanders, and J.E. Gxeene, •The
Dif ferantial Prediction of College Marks by A.C.E. scores,•
l\m@ricgn Psycholog;st, 4:286-7, .July. 1949.
-
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One final study turns what may prove to be quite an 
interesting light upon the subject. Smith and Triggs did a 
study on students who had high Q scores and low L scores. 32
They, like the others, found Q to be relatively a poor pre­
dictor of college auecess. Unlike the others, they decided to 
look for a reason. They conclude their report with the sugges­
tion that perhaps the extent to which the Q abilities can be 
applied is limited by the level of L ability. This is an 
interesting suggestion. Certainly it appears to be a reason­
able one. 
factors Which Ma�6£f,ct A,C,E, score� and Validitx 
No review of research which reports as much fluctuation 
as this would be coq,lete without an effort to discover the 
reason. Investigations have been made of several factors which 
were thought to be capable of influencing A.C.E. scores, and, 
in turn, the reliability and validity figures. 
Admissions Policy, Travers and Wallace reported a study 
in which they teated the freshman classes of a dental college 
for two successive yeara.33 With college grades as criteria
they found a correlation of .10 with A.C.E. Total for the first 
32. Smith and Trigg&, .5!2• cit.
33. R. M. w. Travers and w. L. Wallace, •Inconsistency in The
Predictive Value of a Battery of Teats.• Journal of App6ied
Psychologyt 34:237•9, August 9, 1950.
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group, but in the following year it was .48. They conclude 
that in a majority of cases admitted in the low correlation 
year the admissions officer used test-scores alone, while in 
the year of better correlation he had used both test scores 
and previous grades. They suggest that the selection process 
is a very important one in controlling validity of predictive 
power for a battery of tests. 
Age and Previous Military Status. The studies on this 
are not in complete agreement although there seems to be no 
really significant lack of accord. ONens and <Mena studied 
194 male veterans and found a correlation of .47 between A.C.E. 
scores and grades.34 Age gave a slight positive R with grades,
and length of time in service gave slight negative R. By 
taking all three into account they obtained an R of .57. 
Pierson used age, sex, marital and military status Vs. 
Total A.C.E. in single and multiple correlations and reported 
that he found no single or combined factors significantly pre­
dominant. 35 Frederiksen and Schrader found the A,C.E. slightly 
more predictive for a group of veterans than for a group of 
non-veterans, but the difference waa not too significant. 36
34. William A. OWens and William A. Owens, Jr., nsome Factors
in The Academic Superiority of Veteran Students,• Journal of
Educational Psychology, 40:497-502, 1949.
35. Rowland R. Pierson, •Age YI,. Academic Success in College
student••" §chool and society. 68:94-5, 1948.
36. Frederiksen and Schrader, ,22. ill·.
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.§!2s.. Although females tend to score higher on some 
parts of the test and males higher on others. and there are 
other variations commensurate with type of college,. geograph­
ical region, and the like, 37 sex appears to have little effect
upon the predictability of college success. Osbome, Sanders 
and Greene report that on the L scores females predict some-
what better than males in certain courses, but this does not 
appear to be enough basis for expecting a consistent difference.38
Other factora. Cronbach states that while the A.C.E. 
estimates probable college success as well as any other teat 
available, he feel& that slow-but-accurate workers are penal• 
ized in the score no matter how capable they might be. 39 Thia 
is because the score is caluclated siq,ly by totaling the 
correct items. Fuafeld aaya that academic success is not any 
more closely commensurate with college success because of 
in-college factors such as the time demands of extra-curricular 
activities, athletics, money earning and the like.40 While
this may be true to aoo» 'degree, the writer disagrees with Jlia 
37. For more coaplete information the reader ia referred to the
Eiogl Reports issued by the Educational Teating Service, .,22. JU:!.
38. Osborne, Sanders and Greene, .9.2. s;it.
39. Cronbach, .92. cit., p. 168 .
40. Irving s. Fuafeld, •One The A.C.E. Psychological Examination,•
pchool and S2,<;ie;t:t:. 70:117-18, August 20. 1949.
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suggestion that these factors be ruled out in validating the 
test. At least. such a validation figure would not be very 
helpful for our purpose& since we are counseling with and ad­
mitting students who .II.I affected by these factors. and we
wish to know how valid the test is for,them. Such a study 
might be helpful for scientific research, however. 
The Wheelers believe that we are testing a great deal 
more reading ability with the A.C.E. than intelligence.41 
They studied 1,681 university freshman and found that the 
Total A.C.E. scores correlated .71 with total reading scores, 
(S.E.-: .012). Coq)aring this with the findings of Anderson, 
(.4� correlation between the Wechaler•Bellewe and the A.C.E.l42 
one is inclined to agree. Thus we find some support for our 
supposition that reading ability is of primary inportance in 
academic success. 
11. LllBRATURE ON THE COJPERATlVE READING TEST
Not nearly the work has been reported on the Coop­
erative Reading Test as on the A.C.E. Possibly it is because 
this test ia a sub-test of the Cooperative English Teat, 
although it is a separate entity unto itself. 
41. Lester R. Wheeler and Viola D. Wheeler, "The Relationship
Between Reading and lntelligenee Among Universitr Freshman,• J9urnal of.§du91:tiona! faycbologv. 401230•8, Apr 1 1 1949. 
42. Anderson, ll• li• • .22• s,!!.
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Reliability 
There is little doubt that what we are measuring with 
.the Cooperative Reading Test we are measuring with a good 
degree of consistency. In his review in the Third Mental 
t.aasurements Yearbook Robert M. Bear states that reliability 
coefficients as high as .90 have been reported for the test.43
In the same volurna J. B. Stroud says that it is well made and 
the best test of its kind available today.44 
Mrs. Frances Gaver of the Educational Testing Service 
states that they have ascertained the reliability of Form RX 
of this test (the form with which we are concerned) in terms 
of standard errors of measurement at specified sealed score 
points. 45 The figures are shown below: 
Total Reading Score 
50 
70 
2.5 
3.0 
According to Gar�tt, 46 standard error �f. measurement 
is one of the best methods of stating reliability and this S.E. 
43. Buros, Third Mental M,asurementg Yearbook, op. cit., p.497.
44 • .!.!;?!g, p. 498. 
45. Letter, from Mrs. France1 Gaver, Assistant Editor, Cooper­
ative Test Division, Educational Testing Service, Princeton,
New Jersey, July a, l9o5.
46. Henry E. Garrett, Statistic1 !!l Psychology !.!l9, Education,
(Third edition, New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1947).
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indicates high reliability for the Cooperative Reading Test. 
Thus it would appear that the reliability of this teat is as 
high as can reaaonably be desired •. 
V§lidit'L 
·. No other area illustrates more clearly than. reading 
· that teats bearing the sarn1 name measure quite different
behaviors ••• One author examined 24 different reading
test& and f.ound that between them they measured 48
different skills.47
There is indeed mJch difference of opinion about that 
which one ia measuring, or should be measuring, with a reading 
test, and thia somawhat complicates the method of validating it. 
For our purposes, and for want of a better one, we will have 
to a�cept marks in college couraea·as a criterion. This is 
based on the assun;,tion that these marks reflect �ading abil­
ity, which is a reasonable condition. 
Buckton has done soma rather extensive studies at Brook­
lyn College.48 He correlated Total Reading scores with college
marks for approximately 1,000 freshmen, and 1.000 aophmores, 
juniors and seniors who had had two or more courses in Sngliah 
while in college. Also he correlated the marka of those with 
47. Cronbach, ,22. cit., p. �87.
48. Laverne Buckton, •the Prediction of Student Success at
Brooklyn College," Reported in a letter from Mrs. Frances
Gaver, .22• cit.
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four or more courses in English and those who •re Engliah 
majors. His correlations ran in the low .30 1a with the ex­
ception of those for the English majors which ran from .35 to, 
.40. 
Humber. in 1942, tested. a large number of seniors with 
the A.C.E. and the Cooperative Reading Test and correlated 
the results with grades made in their major fielda.49 He re•
ported that the Cooperative Reading Teat ( as well aa · the other 
reading teats used) correlated better than the A.C.E. in 
practically every subject. He states that the difference be• 
tween an "A" and a "C" effectively depends upon Hading ability. 
ln summarizing the above we might say that the Coopera• 
tive Reading Test poaaessea good reliability and a fair degree 
of positive correlation with college grades in general. and 
that it has a tendency for diffenntial· prediction in favor of 
the humanities. 
49. w. J. Humber, 8The Relationship Between Reeding Efficiency
and Academic Success in Selected University Curricula,•
�pumal sf,;duca�i90al fsychoiogY. 35117•20, January, 1944.
CHAPTER lll 
b£Ui<l>S· ANO PR�EDURE · 
The general purpose of this study was to ascertain the   
degree of statistical relationship existing between college .  ' ' 
auccesa and scores obtained on two teats included in a battery 
of tests administered to incoming freshmen at University of 
Richmond. The nethoda eq:,loyed are outlined below. 
l. CHOlCE Of CRlTERla-t
The writer had two main oriterie to choose betweens 
college marks. or success and failure ea indicated by gradua­
tion from college �. failure. The latter wa1 chosen for 
several reasons. 
Pirat, had we chosen grades we would have been limited 
in the size of our saaple, for quite a few left college in the 
first two semaatera of attendance. Not only would this have 
cut the size of our sample drastically. but it would have maant 
that we could have used. only a relatively ahort grading period. 
the limits of which would have been determined by the length 
of time-in-college common to all subjects. Certainly we could · 
not have used a four year average with the same weight aa • 
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one or two year average. Aleo, we found that the auD'llDar school 
grades were not included in the posted average• of students, 
and this factor would certainly distort the picture. Another 
iq:,ort.ant factor which militated against, ,using grade a was the 
apparent inconsistency in two grader•• appraisal of the 1ame 
student. lt ia a matter of common knowledge that teachers vary 
in the amounts of subjectivity and objectivity enployed in 
testing and appraising the academic standing of their students. 
Even the quali�•• and work upon which they are graded vary 
from course to course. 
On the other hand, if a student fails to pass the H•
quired number of hours necessary to justify hia retention as 
a student in the college we can be assured that more than one 
professor has had to classify his work as below an acceptable 
level, and that hia dismissal was a carefully considered action. 
For another :reason, this writer desired to try a differ­
ent method of attack on the problem inas1111ch as the grade 
criterion had been used over and over again, whereas the pass 
D.• fail method is apparently unique for this problem. lt waa 
hoped that results obtained by this method might prove to be
more meaningful. 
ln order to have any significance, a grade criterion 
should certainly include two or more aemeater•a grades; pre• 
ferably, at least four, in order to allow the student time to 
adjuat to the college situation. However, if this is done we 
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will miss a majority of the drop-outs and failures which occur 
before the &tart of the junior year. Thus our obtained figure 
of correlation is 'primarily applicable to those students who 
are not going to fail, and we are guilty of taking what is•not 
a random sample repreaentative of all college entrants, but a 
very select saq:,le from which most failure• have been eliminat• 
ed. Thia figure would be useful, perhaps, in working with 
students who will succeed in college, but it has little fl'J8an­
ing for the others. 
Finally, it was hoped, by uaing pass XI• fail as a cri• 
terion, to obtain some figures which would be useful in work• 
ing out a critical score for adinisaions to college. 
11, SUBJECTS 
As subjects for this study it was decided to uae the 
freshman c.:lass of 1949. Thia was desirable from several 
standpoints. 
In the first place, by 1949 the great influx of veterans 
had dwindled nea!'ly to the proportions in which• now have 
them, thereby giving ue a sanple more nearly normal. Secondly, 
this waa the earliest year in which the program of testing 
was in·effec:t at University of Richmond,. and the writer wished 
to allow the subjects ample time to graduate or to become 
academic caaualtiea. Thia date allowed them well over four 
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years s-inoe the time they entered college. 
Alao,'choosing the earllest claas poasible gave more 
timi for other workers to study the problem and to publish· 
theu reaulta. Thia has proven very helpful. 
·Thct ·subjects, then,· ware chosen from a group of· 258
freshmen who entered the University of Richmond in September 
of· 1949. Of this group 87 had to be eliminated for the 
reasons indicated in Table l below. 
TABLE I 
SruDENTS BUMlNAlED PROM SUBJECT SAWLE 
BY REASa.JS WHlCH D�UALlflEO 'lliEM 
Reason student Number student• 
not counted in category 
Still in school 9 
· TJ:anaferred, · not failing 23 
Dropped out, unexplained, not failing 38 
Dismissed, Honor Code violations 10 
No A.C.E. score recorded 6 
Not located in f ilea · l ·
lotaI St.udenta S/ 
Theae students obviously could not be eount•� aa having 
wpaaaed• or •failed• because they had done neither at the time 
of the atudy. 
- - ... 
- -
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The •paas• group waa chosen simply on the basis of ita 
members having already received their degrees, or bei.ng candi• 
dates for degrees at the.following eonvocation. The latter 
•re chosen from advance programs of graduation. The paaa
group conaiated of 92 students. 
Membership in the "fail" group was determined by having 
left school one or more times as an academic caaualty and not 
having retumed as of the date of this study. Table 11, below, 
will give the reader a clearer idea of eaaual't.y rate aa the 
aemestera progre11 through four year& of college. 
TABLE 11 
NUMBER a: STLOENTS ELIMINATED UNDER AUTOM\TIC RULING 
BY SEl.£S1ERS, CLASS a: 19M 
Semester Total 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 
No. Student• 
Eliminated 32 l� 7 ·12 3 6 l 3 79 
It will be noted that the greateat rate of casualty 
is in the firat two semesters with the average between the 
second and third semesters. The number who qualified as 
members of the •fail" group was 79. 
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Ill. rnE lESTS EM>LOYEO 
The two testa used in this study have already been 
mentioned. They were. (l) The American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination For College freshmen, (2) the 
Cooperative Reading Teat. 
.. Both of .these teats were scored and recorded upon 
lBM carcta. The A.C.E. score• an reported at J:aw aeons and 
are used throughout as such. Thia teat yields a aub•ruiore 
supposedly denoting quantitative .reaaoning ability called •Q• 
score, and a verbal ability aub-score reported aa •L•. aeon. 
Their total conpriaea the student's •nw score. 
The . reading test it a · sub-test of the Cooperative Eng­
lish Test. It is cOJ!l)oaed of two parts, (1) a ncognition 
vocabulary teat with a separately reported acore, (2) a reading 
· coq:,nhenaion teat in which the atudent i& scored ·for speed of
coq>rehenaion and level of couprehenaion for the· aama perform­
ance. The latter two aeons are reported separately. The
.three scores just mentioned are combined and xeported as a
Total Reading score. All of these scores are scaled, and the
Total Reading $core becomaa a part of the Total English Score
when the tett ia given a& part of a battery. Only the Total
Reading Scorea were uaed in this study.
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IV. PRQ;EDURE
General 
Having obtained IBM cards with the acorea and names 
of each student. the writer, with the cooperation of the 
Dean's Office and the college registrar, checked the college 
records and obtained the information cited above. On the 
basis of this information the students ware divided into the 
Pass, Fail, and Neither groups. The Neither group waa re• 
jected and frequency distribution tablea were set up (one for 
the Pass group, one for the Fail group and one for a combina­
tion of both called the Total -group} in each of the four score 
categoriea, (Q.L, T and Total Reading.). Modified and abort• 
ened forms of the•• tables appear in the Appendix. 
Fro� the data grouptd into the above tables the follow• 
ing information was obtained for each score category,(l) the 
means of the Pass, Fail and Total groups, (2) the standard error 
of each mean, (3) the standard deviation of each distribution. 
and (4) the range of each score distribution. for sample cal­
culations••• the Appendix. 
All mathematical calculations were checked twice to 
insure accuracy. 
Uaing the data accum.alated at this point, the writer 
then proceded to calculate the Biserial Correlations for each 
score category as well as the standard error for each Rbia. 
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§t1ti§tic1l t�th9Si Emloyed in Obta�ninq gort,lation1,
The method of correlation erJt)loyed was that of obtain• 
ing the biserial Ras outlined by tv\cNemar, l and by Smith2. 
Inasmch as the mthod used.in this calculation is ao well 
established and accepted, the mathematic• upon Which it is 
based need not be discussed here. ·The reader's attention is 
invited. hOMver. to the discussions in the works cited above 
as wall as to othere eited in the Bibliography. · Sanple calcu­
lations are given in the Appendix. · 
While the atatiatical method ia not in question, the:ce 
is sometimes the question of whether its use is justified. 
Biserial correlations are usually enployed when the experimenter 
wishes to obtain the relationship ratio, between two variables, 
one of which is graduated in nature and yields an approximately 
normal distribution while the other is dichotomiced. The basic 
assumption neceasary before one may use the biserial R is that.· 
the dichotomiud variable ia actually continuous in nature end 
of fairly normal distribution; othexwiae the.eoin;t biserial 
corralation ia called for. As Mc:Nemar : points out • The tenability 
of the easuq:,tion of a continuous normally distributed variate 
1. Quinn At:Nemar, Paychololical ytatistiea, (New York: JohnWiley and Sons, lnc., 1949 pp. 66-74. , · 
2. G. Milton Smith. 6. Si�ified �ufde to §ti}tiatics for f.1:£·�hology .IDS! gducatj.on� Rev�sea ed t on;New York: Rlnthart andCoq>any ,-1946.), pp. 1-84. ---... --
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underlying the dichotomized trait must alwaya be faced by the 
user of biserial R."3 
In the caH of this study the writer feels reasonably 
certain that the dichotomized groups (i.e. the Pass and fail 
groups) do repreaent a continuous variable. In the first 
place, although perforce students are divided by a sharp 
paaaing•failing line, it ia easily recognized that •pass" stands 
for everything from the barest acceptability to Phi Beta Kappa. 
There ia little a.rgum1nt here. On the other hand, the fail 
group moat certainly must contain everything from a dismal 
failure to a near pass. One index of the continuity of the 
trait in this group ia illuatrated in Table ll (above) where 
we see that some failed immediately, while it took other, 
eight aemaatera. 
In view of these fact• the writer feels justified in 
using the biae:rial R rather than the point biserial R which 
ia often leas accurate. 
3. M:N•mar, s.e. RJ:i., p. 173.
CHAPlI:R lV 
RESULTS 
�n this chapter the reader will find the results of 
this study reported for the moat part in tabular form. Thia 
was felt to be more desirable because of the mathematical 
nature of the raw finding&. Later in the chapter a summary 
and explanation of the data will be presented along with a 
critique of their agreement with published studies. 
The test aeons which an hereinafter represented 
byQ� L, T and Total Reeding have been explained in the 
preceding chapter� ln order to facilitate the reading of 
tables the following key of abbreviatS.ona and aymbola 1s 
presented a 
M • Mean
SEm • Standard Error of Obtained Mtanso . - Standard Deviation
·Rbia - Biserial Coefficient of Correlation
SERb - Standard Error of Rbis
CRRb - Critical Ratio of Rbia
R - · Range of Scorea
M - Number Subjects in Saq>le
Sanple calculation& and f.requancy di1tribution tables 
will be found in the appendix. 
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M 
Rbi1 
TABLE Ill 
CGISOLlDATED SUw.tARY CF DATA 
Pass G;r;oug 
- Q scores -
47.61 39,95
l 18
- --
5§, 
• L scores -
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total Group 
44.07 
83 
.44 bat 
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TABLE lV 
CatRELAnoos CP A.C.E. s:;mes Q. L. r.
ANO CCXPERATIVE REAOING TEST TOTAL s;ams 
WlIH COLLEGE St..O;ESS AT UNlVERSllY <P � 
Test score 
A.C.E. Q
A.C.E. L 
A.C.E. T 
TOTAL READ. 
Rbis 
.44 
.49:. 
.50 
.55 
.081 
.077 
.077 
.073 
* . •·.Taken from Table Ill
It is interesting to note in Table lV (above) that 
Total Reading shows the highest correlation and the lowest 
standard error while just the reverse i$ true.of Q. 
TABLE V 
COI&>ARISOt CF &£AN �ams Fm NATlo.l. 
CLASS CF 1954* AND Sl'UOY GR<lJP 
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Q scores L scores T scores Total Read. 
. "" - ·
Nation.I.
u. of a.� 
Study Gp.
M so IA . so M SD M SD 
40.0 11.B 62.0 17.7 102.0 27.l 54.7 10.5
43.9 63".2 107.l 53.4 
44.l 10.8 63.5 15.6. 107.4 24.4 53.8 9.8 
• • Class .of 1954 ia F�shman Class of 1949
1. Educational Testing Service. Repa� an The 1949 �oll!9!
Freshpa,1· Te§ting PJ:ogram •. AppendlxA. Table'! ..
2. EducaUonal testing Service, Report to University; of Rich-
mgnd .en The 12;49 Coll1;ae, f ieshman I,esting Progr§nJ.' -
X 
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X .M • 57.73 
X so. 9.41 X 
X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X. 
37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 67 70 73 76 79 82 
flGJRE l 
PASS GR.a.JP: OISTRIBUTlaf a: s=ams 00 Cea>. READING TEST 
X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X M: 49.11 
X X X X SD• 8.09 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79 82 
FIOORE 2 
FAIL GR.WP: DlSlRIBUTl<li a: s=ams 00 CCXP. READING TEST 
64 
X 
X X 38 X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X · X
IA• 116.50 X X X 
ID • 21.66 X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X x .
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X .X X X 
X X X X X X X. X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X 
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l'. SUMMARY a: RESULTS 
From the results obtained it may be said that the 
Total Reading scores of the Cooperative Reading Tests are 
more closely related to college success in the sample studied 
than either the Q, Lor Total scores on the A.C.E. This, of 
course, muat be eaid with the reservation that thia proved to 
be the case for the freshman class entering in 1949. On the 
other hand a look at Table Ill, page 35', will show such a low 
standard error of the mean that one may be t-easonably certain 
that this result did not occur through chance. Also, the 
critical ratio of Rbis is comfortably high. The lowest re­
ported is for Q scores (5.479) which again assures us that we 
may accept the results with a maximum degree of certainty. 
According to Smith3 the chances are .00006, or les•, in 100 
that the obtained value could occur on the basis of chance 
variations in sarq,ling. 
The teat score showing the least degree of positive 
relationship was Q as we might well have,expected from a 
study of other investigators• findings. The beat predictor 
on the A.C.E test turned out to be the T score, although it 
still did not equal the predictability of Total Reading, (see 
Table IV, page 36• for a cQmparison). 
3. Smith 1 .22• git.• p. 59.
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ln figures 1, 2, a. 4 on pages 37 and 38 the reader 
will see the distributions of acorea made by Pass and fail 
groups on the A.C.E. total and Total Reading. These represent 
fairly normal distribution curves for a sample of thia aiae, 
(with the exception of that for the fail group in figure 2 
which is slightly skewed toward the lower end.) Thia again 
lends support to the validity of our results. lt is interest• 
ing to note the extreme J:"angea npresented by theae diatrbu­
tiona, however. They range from the lat to the 100th percen­
tiles. There might be a suggestion here for a more carefully 
controlled admiasiona policy. 
On the other hand, when these curves SN plotted, Fig• 
ure 5, pa�• 31, • see that the Pass group exhibit• the great­
est range. A perusal of thia figure will show that a large 
number of the Fail group exceeded the aeons of meny of the 
Pase group. Thia is in accord with the findings of Salley and 
W.inatraub (see page 16 of this thesis) and again reminds ua 
that teat acore1 are still not the last word in acadam.1.c 
achiavemant. Certainly those students scoring in the top 
percenti1e1 of th$ A.C.B. and Cooparativ• Reading Teat possess 
the wherewithal to make the grade if those scoring in the· 
,, 
very lowest range can make it. ln one particular case, IBM 
eard number 20560, the student made the highest score of the 
study on the A..C.!. and almost the highest on the roading test; 
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yet he was a borderline case for four semesters and finally 
was eliminated under the automatic ruling. We know the false 
basis of generalizing on a few cases. but a glance at figure 
5 shows that there are more than a few. While our correlation 
figures show that these are the exceptions one is still 
appalled at the great degree of overlap in this Figure and 
what it represents. In all liklihood a multiplicity of factors 
account for this discrepancy, among which motivation and work 
habits are the most outstanding. 
ln Figure 6, page 40• is a graph based on the Coopera­
tive Reading Test in which the probability of failure is shown 
aa a function of the percentile score �de by a student. This 
graph was constructed by obtaining the cumulative frequency at 
each decile and calculating the percentage of failure for the 
students at, or below, these points. Percentile tables made 
up for University of Richmond by the Educational Testing Ser• 
vice were obtained from the Dean's Office, and the test scores 
converted. 
If it were shown later that this table were ·fairly 
accurate for successive classes it would be a simple matter 
to construct a similar one for guidance and admissions use. 
As far as the class of 1954 is concerned it is accurate, of 
course, but the writer cautions against using it to calculate 
expectancy of academic success for any other class without 
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further research. 
The graph is easily used. All'that is nacessary is to 
convert the student's Total Reading score into the equivalent 
percentile score by use of the proper tables, and then look up 
the percentage failure corresponding to this value on the 
graph 
. The total failure rate for the class of 1954 was 46.3.% 
when we do not count the Neither group, and there appears to 
b� no way that we can count it. Of the students that started 
only 30.3% actually failed. The other calculation is based 
on the assumption that those in the Pass and Fail groups at 
least stayed there and tried until they did one or the other, 
while the other group left before they did either. 
II. RESULTS CONPARED Wlnt ntOSE PUBUSHED.
In general, the results obtained in this study are 
subatantiated by the findings of others. In fact. they are· 
surprisingly comparable when we consider the extreme national 
variations reported by the Educational Testing Service (see 
Chapter II) � 
Table 5, page 36, gives a compa%'.ison of means for the 
nation, the entire class of 1954 and our sample. The reader 
will note that the means shown coq:,are closely with those of
this study, and that the standard deviations are close also. 
• 
4:, 
lt is interesting to note that all of our standard deviations 
are smaller than those of the national- report, while our A.C.E. 
scores ere higher. The one exception to this is in the Total 
Reading score \vhere we see the study group is slightly higher 
than the total class but both are five percentile points be•
low the national mean for male colleges. lf these differences 
turn out to be statistically significant it would appear that 
we are better than average on the A.C.E. index but had quite 
a few poor readers in that class.- The very close approximation 
of our findings to the national norms and to those for the 
entire class tends to reassure ua that we did not get a biased 
sample and that our arith•tie ia correct. 
The above ia about the best index ofcomparison avail• 
able to us since this writer has found no other study using 
the same criteria. There are quite a few findings which aup• 
port our own, however. if we consider grades fairly con-parable 
as a criterion. Cronbach found about the same relative degrees 
of correlation for Q, L, and T, ( .36 •.• 38 and .41 respectively)• 4 
while Frederiksen found .47 for T. While lower correlations, 
anrt aome few higher, have been reported our Q, L, · and T scores 
have about the sama relative predictability, (from lowest 
to highest in the order given), and it will be recalled from 
4. All reference, unless it is indicated otherwise, refers back
to earlier citations in Chapter ll of thia theaia. lt ia assum­
ed that the reader has perused the thesis in the order of chapter•.
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the summary of findings in Chapter ll of this paper that 
A.C.E. scores have generally been found to correlate in the
.40's although the range reported runa from the low .30's to 
the mid .60'•• Almost all studies have shown Q scores to be
much lower than Lor T scores in pxedictibility. ln fact, 
this writer can recall no study to the contrary. 
ln comparing results concerning the Cooperative Reading 
Test we are somewhat at a loaa because _of the paucity of com­
parable research. A good deal has been done on reading tests 
in general, but not too much has been reported by way of 
validations for this particular one. Buckton reported ll's in
the low .30's to .40•a, but the best study this writer hae 
found waa Humber's in which he found that the Cooperative 
Reading Test correlated better than the A.C.E. in all aubjecta. 
The difficulty here is that no coefficients were reported. 
Even so, this corroborates our findings to soma degree since 
this was exactly the relation we noted. ln negative fashion 
it may be atated that then is little disagreement with the 
findings of this study. 
In summation of the results of this study we offer 
that: our distributions are fairly normal. our standard errors 
low. our critical ratios high, our number of subjects adequate, 
and our cODl)arisons with independent findings commensurate 
with normal expectancy. Although the study was not controlled 
for sex, age. military experience and the like, we have 
cited independent research which attributes little or no 
weight to theae factors. 
ln the light of the above, then, it appears quite 
reasonable to conclude that the findings of this study are 
valid and statistically sound. 
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CHAPlER V 
SUMMARY ANO CCJCWSlalS 
1. SUMiW\RY
BegiMing with the college year 1949 the University 
of Richmond haa had in effect a program in which the success­
ive freshman classes have been teated with a battery of tests 
supplied by the Educational Testing ·service of Princeton, New 
Jersey. ·In light of the knowledge that injudicious uae is 
often made of such tests when their limitations are not known. 
and also because it was felt that little was known about the 
actual efficiency of the testing program as it applied to this 
institution, it became the purpose of this study to investi­
gate some aspects of a portion of the battery used. 
Because of the position of relative importance accorded 
it the American Council on Education Psychological Examination 
for College Freshman was chosen aa one of the tests. The other 
was chosen partially at the •uggestion of a member of the De• 
partment of Psyehology in the hope that it might lend support 
to the theory that reading was of fundamental importance to 
college aucceaa. This teat was the Cooperative Reading teat. 
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The total scores of both tests as well as the quanti­
tative and llnquistic sub-indices of the formar tMre corral• 
ated with college success as measured by graduation or fail­
ure under the automatic ruling. Subject& chosen were members 
of the entering class of 1949. Of the original 258, 87 had 
to be discarded because they had not either graduated nor 
been dropped from school. · 79 of the remainder classified as 
failures and 92 had graduated. 
Biserial correlation• were worked out with the :reault 
that a fair-to-good positive relation with college success 
was noted. Q scores yielded .44. L.scorea .49, T scores .50, 
while Total Reading yielded an even higher correlation of .5�. 
The writer interprets this to mean that, for the 
group atudied at least, reading efficiency bear• the higheat 
degree of relationship to college success. from the magnitude 
of the error measuremanta found and reported, aa well as from 
the size of the sa�l• and the apparent agreement with inde• 
pendent findings the writer concluded the findings of this 
study to bt as valid and as independent of chance reaultaas 
could be hoped. 
from the collateral search of pertinent literature .the 
writer noted soma other auggeationa and facts which he would 
like to recapitulate hen. There was information citing the·. 
high reliability of both tests a& well as their sound construe• 
tion and continued J:'Gviaion. On the other hand validity waa 
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extremely variable. So much so that almost every author, aa 
well aa the publisher, admonished the, user to work out the· 
validity for his particular situation before placing a great 
deal of confidence in the results. 
several factor& were cited which had been found to 
effect the validity of the A.C.E., among the most prominent 
of which was the college admissions policy; although age, sex, 
previous rnilitary experience and marital status were generally 
ruled out es insignificant. One author, from an analysis of 
the scoring system. felt that sl()\l'l-but-aceurate workers wen 
penalized on the A.C.E. and there seems to be a good deal of 
logic in his criticism. Another author felt that the validity 
of the teat was not higher because of time-demanding factors 
in college life. 
The differential predictability of the test scone was 
found to be under some question. Most investigators agreed 
that the Q score appeared to be of alight value. if any, even 
in predicting success in mathematic1 and science courses. 
There was sg:r:eemant that the L. score aeemad to have the great..;. 
est power of prediction. particularly in the linguistic courses, 
even more so than the T aoore. Agein caution was cited in the 
use of these scores for guidance purpose,. 
Perhaps the most interesting finding in the literature 
waa the obvious importance of high school standing in .relation 
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to the prediction of college success. Studies showed it to 
be generally more predictive than any sing�e teat, or combina­
tion of tests. This index combined with the A.C.E. by mltiple 
correlations yields the highest predictability available. 
Total Reading and Total A.C.E. scores combined in a 
ffllltpile correlation might show even higher predictability than 
either score taken singly. With the proper set of Beta weights, 
if this turna out to be the caae. the guidance and admissions 
uses of these teats would be greatly enhanced. This particular 
correlation was not calculated because the data in thia study 
was eet up in frequency distribution tables (see Appendix) 
from which the proper figures were not available. 
When coq,iling the data for this 1tudy it was also 
noted that while the mean acores for the A.C.E. at University 
of Richmond were slightly above national norms, the mean of 
the Total Reading scores was somewhat below the national mean. 
ln summation, we have •tested the test•, or at least 
aome aspects of it, and have found it as good aa any available 
for the purpose although it is indeed limited. 
11. CGCLUSICNS
The writer finds that almost without knowing it the 
purpose of his study has transcended the original intention of 
validating a test for use in a particular population. ln his 
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opinion this atudy has assumed the more iq:,ortant aspect of 
being a starting place for future ttudiea in this area. lt 
is not, in itself, as conclusive as the writer would have 
desired. 
There are several things which have been established 
by thia study, however. Reading ability, or at least that 
ability measured by a reading teat, haa been shown to be of 
considerable importance in the academic success of one class 
of students at thia institution. Although it may reasonably 
be assumed that this applies in 10• defjree to succeeding 
classes. the extent to which it applie• can only be determined 
by actual investigations of these classes. This would be a 
highly worthwhile project if it resulted in establishing the 
consistency of reading importance. 
Another eoncluaion which may be drawn from this study 
is the actual mathel'08tical degree of correlation between the 
various predictive meaauns and college aucceas. We have seen 
that the A.C.E. scores measure from the middle to the upper 
.40•s while the Cooperative reading test exceeded the Total 
A.C.E. acore•s correlation by about 21%. Thia is of a>Ul'se
predicated upon the fact that two correlations relate to each 
other a& the ratio of their squares. Thus we know that while 
the A.C.E. measured as correlating positively and to a moder• 
ately good degree with college success, the Cooperative Reading 
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Test proved to be 21% again as good a predict.or .• 
Perhaps even more important are the in:plications in 
this study. We-have seen, in Chapter .ll, that the A.C.E. appar­
ently ·is as predictive when administered in high school, even 
before the senior year, as when given in college. Also it has 
been demonstrated by other authors that high school standing 
combined with the A.C.E. score gives a very high predictive 
index. Thus it would not seem unreasonable to suggest that, 
if accuracy of prediction is desired, study be given to the 
inplementailon of auc:b a program even if on a_trial bas.is. lf 
indications have been interpi:eted correctly by this writer 
the advantages of such a program an many fold. the greatest of 
which would be the additonal time for logical planning made 
possible through accurate advance knowledge. 
Another uea in which this writer feels that further 
study may well prove rewarding is in the combination of the 
reading test score with high school standing to ascertain if an 
even higher correlation than those cited in Chapter 11 might be 
obtained. Thia would seem reasonable since reading scores 
appear to give a higher correlation than A.C.'E. scores. 
Either of these studies could have a inarked effect in the im­
provemnt of the admissions program at this institution. 
Iuplicit'in the findings of this study is the general 
iuportance of reading ability. We have seen earlier where one 
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author reported that reading ability effected the A.C.E. score. 
Thia writer has long felt that this may be one of the i111>ortant 
factors behind the degree of correlation present in that teat. 
The poor reader aeons low because of bis disability and this 
saue disability causes him to get poor mark& in school. The
good reader does Just the opposite and hence we find positive 
correlation. Ibis of course is not held to be the only fact,or 
but it is almost unquestionably an iuportant one. Wa have also 
seen that this study and others have shown reading ability to · 
be closely allied with academic success. although reading 
ability and intelligence do not necessarily go.hand in hand. l
.we find more and mon often that studies are showing poor nad• 
ing ability to be connected with college failure. Then is a 
great deal more. to be learned about this zelationship. however. 
Further study in this area, particularly in connection with 
remdial reading. would be justified. 
Another product of this investigation was the search-for 
a criUcal or cut-off•score which might be used in conjunction 
with the university admissions policy. The author did construct 
a graph (see figure 6, page 40) showing the percentage of fail• 
ure which could be expected of all those students scoring at. or 
below a given percentile. Reading scores were picked as an 
index rather than A.C.E. scores because they exhibited amon 
consistent, straight•1ine relationship� While this graph 
I. ff. i. Kilby, 11RelaUon of A Fiemadlal luiading Program to
Scholastic Success in College•. Joutnal Educational Psychologx
36:573-34, Dec. 1945.
-- - - - - - -
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applies strictly to the class of 1954 and no other, it would 
not take a great deal in the way of subsequent investigation 
to determine if this failure percentage had a large enough 
degree of consistency from year to year to justify the uae of 
such a device in prediction. This writer was not able to 
arrive at a definite critical score because of the overlap of 
scores cited in the previous chapter. for instance. if the 
University took only those scoring in the 50th percentile or 
better. (we are assuming for the moment that all classes will 
react similuly,) the fai�uxe rate would change from a cal­
culated 46.3% (see page 44) to 29.EI'. But while 68.5% of 
those turned down would have failed, 31.5% of those turned 
away would have made 1 t. Thus any &ueh score is clearly a 
matter of policy for the institution in quesilon. for there is 
no critical score which would assure one of only turning down 
failures. Thera are still too many factors which we cannot 
yet measw:e. Tile foremost of these factors in this writer•• 
opinion is moUvation. 
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TABU! VI 
FREQUENCY DlSlRlBUTI� TABLE fat TOTAL A.C.E. &;ORES 
Score X fp ff pt FX D FD fO 
162-168 165 0 l 1 165 57.56 57.56 3313.15 
155-161 158 2 l 3 474 50.56 151.68 7666.94 
148-1� 151 3 3 6 906 43.56 261.36 11384 .. 84 
141-147 144 8 0 8 1152 36.56 292.48 10693.07 
134-140 137 9 2 tl.l 1507 29.56 ��-16 9611.73 
127-133 130 16 l 17 2210 22.56 383.52 86!>2.21 
[120-126 123 7 2 9 1107 15.56 140.04 2179.02 
113-119 116 5 3 8 028 8 .  56 68.48 586.19 
1 06-112 109 12 6 L8 1962 1.56 28 .. 08 43.80 
99-105 102 5 1 7 �2 2244 5.44 119.68 651.06 
02- 98 95 15 Ill 26 2470 12.44 323.44 4023.59 
85- 91 ,88 4 7 11 968 19.44 213.84 4157.05 
78- A4 81 3 Ill 4 11� 26 .. M 370 .. 16 9787.03 
71-- 77 74 1 8 9 666 33.44 300.96 10064�10 
64- 70 67 1 3 4 268 40.44 161.76 6541.57 
57• 6� 60 1 1 2 120 47.44 94.88 4501 .. 11 
50- 56 !'l3 0 1 l 53 54.44 54.44 2963.71 
43 .. 49 46 0 0 0 0 61.44 0 0 
36- 42 39 ,0 1 l 39 68.44 68.44 4684.03 
Iotala • 92 79 17118373 l0J.5Uo.2U 
TABLE VII 63 
FREQUE?CY 01sm1aur1w TABLE FOO. L s:;mes 
Score X Fp ff Ft 0 fO FD
2 
105-109 107 0 1 1 43 .. 47 43 .. 47 1889.&i 
100-104 102 0 0 0 ,38.47 0 0 
95- ()g 97 1 1 2 33 .. 47 66 .. 94 2240 .. 48 
90- 94 92 7 l 8 28.47 227.76 6484 .. �� 
85- 89 87 8 2 10 23 .. 47 234.70 5508.41 
ao- 84 82 g 1 10 18 .. 47 184 .. 70 3411 .. 41 
75• 79 77 g 2 11 13.47 148 .. 17 1995 .. 85 
70- 74 72 10 6 16 8 .. 47 i35.52 1147.95 
65• 69 67 13 2 15 3 .. 47 52.05 180.61 
60- 64 62 8 16 24 1 .. 53 36 .. 72 56 .. 18 
55- 59 57 11 9 20 6 .. 53 130 .. 60 852 .. 82 
!:,Q ... 54 52 10 14 24 ll .. 53 276 .. 72 3190 .. 58 
45- 49 47 3 9 12 16.53 198 .. 36 3278 .. 89 
40- 44 42 3 8 11 21 .. !13 236.83 5098 .. 95 
35- 39 37 0 s 3 26 .. 53 79.59 2111 .. 52 
30- 34 32 0 3 3 31 .. 53 94.59 2982 .. 42 
25- 29 27 0 1 l 36.53 36 .. 53 1334 .. 44 
92 79 171 41764.38 
=�Ff)'&.
. 
Score 
65 - 67 
62 • 64 
50 • 61 
56 • 58 
53 • 55 
50 • 52 
47 • 49 
44 • 46 
41 • 43 
38 • 40 
35 • 37 
29 • 31 
26 • 28 
23 ... 25 
20 • ?? 
17 • 19 
14 • 16 
11 • 13 
TABLE Vlll 
FREQUEM;Y DISUUBUTiat TABLE FCR Q S::CRES 
X 
66 
63 
60 
· 57
54
51
48
45
42
39
36
30
'27
24
?1
18
15
12
Fp Ff Ft 
4 1 5 
3 3 6 
6 2 8 
6 2 8 
10 2 12 
10 0 10 
13 5 18 
10 7 17 
12 15 27 
,4 10 14 
6 11 17 
0 7 7 
2 3 5 
0 0 0 
1 2 3 
1 0 l 
0 0 0 
Ol 2 ·. 2 .
92 79 171 
1 I I 
flt> ff� fllr 
D FD FD2
21 .. 93 109.65 2404.62 
18.93 113.58 2150.07 
15.93 127 .. 44 2030.12 
12.93 103 .. 44 1337.48 
9.93 119.16 1183.26 
6.93 69.30 480.25 
3.93 70.74 278.01 
.93 15.81 14.70 
2.07 55.89 115 .. 69 
5.07 70.98 359.87 
8.07 137.19 1107.12 
14.07 98.49 1385.75 
17.07 85.35 1456.93 
20.07 0 0 
23.07 69.21 1596.68 
26.07 ... Q6C07 679.65 
�g_Q7 �o 0 
32.07 64.14 2056.97 
ffD"'=-19985.16 
64 
TABLE lX 
FREQU�Y DISTRlBUTIOi FOO. TOTAL READING s::;ams 
Score 
81 • 83
78 • 80 
75 • 77 
72 • 74 
69 • 71 
66 • 68 
63. • 65
60 • 62 
S7 • 59 
54 .... 56 
51 • 53 
, 48 ... 50 
45 • 47 
42 • 44 
39 • 41 
36 • 38. 
X Fp 
82 l 
79 l 
76 2 
73 2 
70 7 
67 10 
64 8 
61 5 
58 8 
55 16 
!l? 9 
49 11 
46 6 
43 4 
40 1 
37 1 
92 
ff Ft 
0 l 
0 l 
1 3 
l 3
0 7
l 11
2 10 
6 11 
l 9
4 20 
13 ?2 
13 -:)ct 
14 20 
12 16 
4 5 
7 8 
79 171 
D FD FD2
28.25 28. ?!I 798.06 
25.25 25.25 637.56 
22.25 66.75 1485.19 
19 .. � 57.75 1111.69 
16.�5 113.75 1848.44 
13.25 145. 75 1931.19 
10.25 102.50 1050.63 
7-25 70 .. 75 578-'19 
4-�
(' 
38.25 162.56 .. 
l.� 25.00 31.25 
1.75 38.50 67.38 
4 .. 75 114.00 541 .. 50 
7.75 155.00 1201.25 
10.75 172-00 1849.00 
13.75 68.75 045.31 
16.75 134.00 2244.50 
16483. 70 = 
65 
TABLE X 
66 
SAWLE CALCULATI<li CF BISERIAL CCEFFlCIENT <F CamELATl� 
BASED QJ DATA fROM TABLE Vl 
,. Mr = 2 Frx - /113'1� = J0'1,LJY-
N, I "11 
2.so, = ,/ 
�FD' = J Io r S"'O C.. = ,/ 5"e,3. '- O - � y,:,"Nr 
3-SE = 5 D _ ""· 34
M V /1
;- I
-
V l'T{-1 
4. R,,,".s--:: {Mp- M ,=) X pg5 DT 2. 
.:: ( I H, I ,;-o - "'· rr-J -X
�Y.3, 
)( 
I "11 
:: 
(.S-33 X • '-//,2) 
• 3 '17
I ,. �-)-
2. v. '3' 'f. f.70 'l''J..oo --· s-o
5. j Pril R 'l_ 
SE :::- -:2- -- B,.s Rs,� ✓ N,
V,'l.'/1Jf°b _,_ ,'L 
:::. 
I 3 '/7 \:�01
.::. 
I. 00 3 6 - • CJ ,.,,,11 1 
✓/ 7/ JJ.
oe 
0 �()'{)..l/ -= ,.s-�87= 
, o"ff,'7 
:. - 0 �7 
Hote1 The aubscript "t" stands for the total group, and 
"P" and nfn denote passing and failing groups. 
!1. y. J4 = :i.r. 3, = 1. a, 
\/ J'Y O I 3. o 7' 
-
- = 
-
-
VITA 67 
Walter Nelson Taylor was born in Harrisonburg, Virginia 
on May 26, 1924. He attended public schools there and in Han• 
over County. During his senior year at high school. where he 
was class president, he enlisted in the Arrrrt Air Corpa end 
served there in various capacaties ranging from Radio-Operator• 
Gunner to lnst.ructor until his discharge in 1946. 
The following September he entered Randolph Macon Col• 
lege where he persued a pre-medical course and received his 
Bachelors Degree in General Science in Jun• of 1949. Thia same 
month he was married to Mae Justin Derieux of Urbanna. 
The following fall he entered the Schbol of Medicine at 
l.wdical College of Virginia where he studied until January, by 
which time h• had decided that his real interests lay in other 
fields and resigned as a student in good standing. Later in the 
ye�r he accepted a poaition teaching a combination fifth and 
sixth grade at Beaverdam School and subsequently decided to rt•
main in the field of education. The following yoar he taught 
Math and Science at Ashland High School, and in the next year 
became principal of Henry Clay Elementary School in Ashland, 
Virginia where the present writing finds him. 
